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REGIONAL FENCING WORKSHOP
March 22-23, 1974

Summary Proceedings

The subject workshop was held at the Little America Motel, Cheyenne, Wyoming,
on March 22-23, 1974, Approximately 150 participants registered for the work-
shop and attended the general meetings and work group sessions. A registration
desk was available, and each participant was provided a packet with handout
material which included a copy of the agenda and background material. Several
displays were arranged in the hallway which showed various aspects of fencing
problems and benefits, and possible solutions or modifications. Charts show-
ing the growth rates of big game and livestock in Wyoming over the past two
decades were also on display. The main display utilizing a Wyoming map which
indicated fencing concentrations, and illustrated with photographs was well
received.

The welcome and introductions started at 8:20 a.m, with the call to order by
State Director Dan Baker. Director Berklund, Assistant Director Rome Koenings,
Associate Director George Turcott, and Larry Means, Acting Chief, Division of

Wildlife, were introduced to the group., Director Berklund gave the opening
statement which outlined the problems of fencing and the purpose of the work-
shop. Assistant Director Rome Koenings introduced' the background statement
which was a tape-narrated slide-illustrated talk. The talk was taped in
Washington, narrated by Tim Monroe and was keyed to 64 slides which were shown
in tandem utilizing a dissolve control technique. The presentation was well
received by the group.

After a break, Panel Chairman Larry Means introduced members of the panel to

the group. Dr, C. Wayne -Cook, Head, Department of Range Sciences, CSU, made
a presentation on the use of fencing as a tool to aid range management and
control livestock. He emphasized that in some cases, fences are essential
for managing a land resource. He pointed out that when fences are required
in a management program, a plan should specify the need, justification, and
possible adverse effects, plus how the adverse effects would be minimized.

Earl Thomas, Assistant Director, Wyoming Game and Fish Department, gave a

presentation of the history of the fencing problem in Wyoming and how it

affects antelope in particular, Thomas referred to an early attempt to re-
solve the fencing problem with a 1950 meeting held at Rawlins, and cited the
earliest reference of fencing influence on pronghorn by Caton in 1877. He
also traced how the antelope had increased in Wyoming with management and
favorable range conditions. The 1970 population was estimated at 200,000 head,
and recent harvest figures were around 35,000 with over 41,000 permits avail-
able- He referred to the various types of fences and the influence they have
on antelope and the preferred types of fences for antelope management. He ex-
pressed the opinion that livestock, wildlife and man can live together through
cooperation.

Mr,, Ed Johnson of the Federal Highway Administration, Washington, D. C, ,

addressed the group on the problem of highway safety. Much of the problem
with movement of animals and people on the highways started with the devel-
opment in 1956 of controlled access to highways which is generally accomplished



through fences, access roads , and corridors. There is a need for access con-

trol and public safety on highways. In 1959 guidelines were developed by the t

State Highway Association for fencing highways. The Federal Highway Adminis-

tration has no set hard-and-fast rules on what rights-of-way should or should

not be fenced. To provide safety, highway engineers rely on fencing and other

means. The state highway departments and conservation officials are trying to

develop guidelines to consider wildlife on highways. Matching federal funds

are available to consider special features for facilities which allow wildlife

passage.

Mr. Tnm Bell, conservationist and editor of High Country News , Lander, Wyoming,

was introduced to the group. Mr. Bell discussed the environmental aspects of

fencing. He indicated he was speaking for the 200 million citizens who only

come out West once in a while. In 1966 he helped call attention to fences by

the 30 miles of illegal fencing by the Diamond Ring Ranch near Casper, Wyoming.

He also sent materials to Congressman Reuss of Wisconsin who introduced a bill

which would permit no fencing on public lands. He felt that the bill had gone

beyond what was necessary and reasonable to provide the proper use of the range

since there will be some fencing on public lands. He felt a balance in range

use could be attained by cattle and wildlife and there was not a need for

.sjtieep use. Some people want open range areas without
-
manmade structures, such

as canTJi" observed in parts of the range between South Pass and Farson, Wyoming

along State Highway 28, which is not fenced,, There is a value of open space

and historic space such as the Oregon and Emigrant trails which pass through

Wyoming. Mr. Bell expressed he is a Wyoming citizen of concern speaking for

others,

After Mr. Bell's presentation, the group recessed for lunch.

Mr. Vern Vivion, a rancher from the Rawlins, Wyoming area, spoke representing

the livestock industry. He cited the benefits of good livestock management

and the benefits that accrue to wildlife. He felt that wildlife numbers,

particularly antelope, had increased quite significantly with intense manage-

ment that livestock people have effected through control of the range through

fences and water development. He cited figures which show how antelope have

increased very significantly. He did not deny that the hard winters of

1948-49, 1971-72, and 1972-73 had an effect on reducing wildlife numbers in

the storm area. There were also significant livestock losses, but wildlife

have generally recovered from the losses and have increased.

Ms. Kay Collins, conservation specialist for the Conservation Library in

Denver, presented the recreationist viewpoint on the fencing problem. Her

presentation was illustrated with overhead projector, cartoon drawings, and.

slides which showed the influence, of fences on aesthetics, open space, stream

pollution, and other recreationist viewpoints and objections to fences. She

felt that sheep could be controlled through herding and the use of electric

wire or natural features.

After the panel presentations, Curt Hammit of the Washington Office Wildlife
Division, reviewed the work group assignments and the comments of the panel

members. Seven work groups were designated, and some last minute substitutions

and changes were recommended. Most individuals present were assigned to one



of the various work groups, or had assignments as a work group recorder, liaison,
or cadre of experts available to answer questions for the work groups as needed.
A short meeting of work group chairmen, recorder, and liaison for each group was
held where instructions to the work groups were handed out and instructions given
to the recorders and liaison personnel. The work groups met the remainder of the
afternoon and following morning.

The evening of March 22 a public meeting was held at 7:30 p.m. at which state-
ments were accepted from the general public. State Director Dap Baker chaired
the meeting and indicated that 7 individuals or organizations had indicated
that they wished to make statements. They would be invited to present the state-
ments to the workshop that evening and submit a copy of their presentation.
Statement time would be limited to 10 minutes each, and there would be no question
and answer period following each statement. There were 4 letters also received
(3 from Rock Springs and 1 from Casper) expressing opinions about the fencing
problem which would be included in the record. The chair opened the meeting to
the presentation of the statements, and the following individuals presented
statements;

1. Buck Compton, Montana Game & Fish, fpr tt>e Antelope States Workshop.

2. Mrs. Jessie Baker, Secretary for the Wyoming Wool Growers.

3. John Borzea for the Wyoming Wildlife Federation.

4. John Rankine, Worland, Wyoming, Chairman, Worland District
Advisory Board.

5. William Robinson for fhe Sweetwater Wildlife Association -*

the statement was not read, but handed in.

6^ Dan Shatto for the Lander Valley Sportsmen Association.

7. Richard Denney for the Central Mountains and Plains Section
of the Wildlife Society.

8
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H, Lee Trejo, Rawlins, Wyoming.

9. Mrs. Vim C Wright, National Audubon Society requested 45 days
within which to submit a statement.

It was indicated that the record would be open for a short time after the work-
shop to receive additional letters and statements. The public meeting was closed
at 8:45 p.m.

On March 23 during the morning, the workshop groups met again and formulated
their recommendations. By 1 p.m. the groups had completed their assignments
and handed in their recommendations. These were typed and submitted to the
BLM representatives for review. At 3 p.m. the workshop summary was presented
by Associate Director George Turcott. Mr. Turcott thanked those who parti-
cipated in the workshop and felt that the effort had been responsive and
productive. The BLM had gained much information and guidance from the workshop.



V
The statements and recommendations of the workshop groups would be reviewed and

a fencing policy developed as directed by the Secretary of the Interior. Since ^

many of the workshop group recommendations overlapped, there was not sufficient

time for consolidation, so all recommendations of each group were read by Mr.

Turcott. After the recommendations were read, the workshop was adjourned at

4 p.m.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO WORK GROUPS

WORK GROUP TITLE

MEETING ROOM

1. There will be two BLM employees assigned to your work group.
One will help draft for your approval a summary record of
your deliberations

s recommendations, etc. The other will
provide liaison to other work groups, secure for you addi-
tional information or materials you may need, and help you
in any other way he can. They will not participate in your
discussions, nor will they attempt to influence your recom-
mendations in any way.

2. You are asked to produce written recommendations that we
can analyze and consider for adoption as, or incorporate
into, a BLM fencing policy. The format is not important,
but your ideas, comments and recommendations are. Your
recommendations will be most helpful if they represent the
consensus of the group. We recognize, however, that view-
points may be conflicting. In light of this, we expect some
"minority reports" or individual comments. Our objective in
this meeting is to identify and consider all values for de-
veloping our policy.

3. There are recognized specialists in fields related to land
management (educators, agency personnel, organization leaders)
who will be available to your work group to answer specific
technical questions. Please feel free to call upon this
group.

4. The work group assignments contain questions you may want to
use as a starting point. The list is not all-inclusive. It
is meant only to give you some idea of the type of questions
which we need to consider in developing a policy.





Questions and Alternatives for your Consideration

WORK GROUP 1

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT

1. There are many demands upon the national resource lands. Some are
historical, some are relatively new. Wildlife, mining, recreation,
livestock, wild and free-roaming horses and burros are but some of
these uses.

a. What criteria should be used in determining the extent or
degree of livestock use in competition with other public
land use demands?

b. Is the elimination of domestic livestock grazing in favor
of other uses within certain sites, localities or regions
a viable alternative?

2. It is well accepted and demonstrated that it is necessary to prop-
erly control domestic grazing animals in order to improve and
maintain good range condition or health of the range. This is
because of the selective grazing habits of the animals. In order
to achieve this, fences and water developments are necessary to
obtain plant rest and animal rotation.

a. Should range condition and intensive livestock management
remain inter-dependent or can society accept poorer range-
land conditions and less restrictive management (i.e., less
fencing, and looser animal control) to better accommodate
pronghorn?

3. There are some regions of public lands, for example in the eastern
Red Desert of Wyoming, which are now relatively fence free. His-
torically, such areas have been grazed by livestock in the winter,
to a large extent by sheep. Because of today's market and economic
situation, the BLM is receiving a number of requests to allow a
conversion from winter sheep use to summer cattle use. Proper
management of the cattle raises the question of fencing.

a. Should conversions from sheep to cattle be allowed by BLM
under such circumstances?

b. What are the reasons that conversions should be allowed or
disallowed?

c. To what extent should economic considerations of the livestock
operator play in a conversion determination?

4. Fencing of the Western range has over the years been a matter of
controversy. Recent winter pronghorn mortality in fenced areas



has intensified the controversy. Some attitudes toward certain

styles of fences may be more traditional than functional.

Studies have shown that certain types of fences restrict prong-

horn movements and are detrimental to their welfare. Field trials

have demonstrated that fences can be constructed to less rigid

specifications than used in the past and still confine livestock

satisfactorily. The following modifications have proven effective

in confining livestock and increasing pronghorn passage through

fences: lower fence height,, higher bottom wire, and replacing

net wire with barbed wire. Pronghorn passes, cattleguards , and

let-down panels may expedite pronghorn movement through some

fences. However , crossing devices have limitations as a substi-

tute for fences that permit ready pronghorn passage. Less restric-

tive standards or relocation of planned fences are more effective.

BLM currently utilizes standard fencing specifications for most

all fences built on national resource lands. The specifications

are used in advertised construction contracts, cooperative range

improvement agreements, range user permits, etc. They are as

follows;

Type A a Four- strand barbed wire with the top wire 48 inches

high, 12 inches spacing between the two top strands, with the

bottom wire 16 inches above the ground.

Type B, Three -strand barbed wire with the top wire 42 inches

high, 12 inches spacing between the two top strands, with the

bottom wire 18 inches above the ground.

Type C. Woven wire 2 inches off the ground 32 inches high, with

a barbed wire strand 4 inches and 14 inches above the net; total

height 48 inches.

Type D, Antelope type, four-strand barbed wire with the top wire

42 inches high, 12 inches spacing between the two top strands,

with the bottom wire 16 inches above the ground.

Type E. Antelope type, three-strand barbed wire with the top

wire 42 inches high, 12 inches spacing between the two top

strands, with the bottom wire 18 inches above the ground.

Type F. Antelope type, five -strand barbed wire with the top wire
32 inches high, 6 inches spacing between the two top strands,

with the bottom wire 6 inches above the ground.

Type G„ Antelope type, woven wire 2 inches off the ground 26

inches high with a barbed wire strand 4 inches above the net;

total height 32 inches.



Recently proposals have been made to confine livestock fencing
specifications in important pronghorn habitat public land areas
to the following, which do not include woven wire.

Type I. Exterior or interior fencing for cattle. A three-strand
fence with the barbed top wire no higher than 38 inches above the
ground and a barbless bottom wire at least 16 inches above the
ground.

Type II. Exterior or interior fencing for sheep. A four-strand
fence with the top barbed wire no higher than 32 inches above the
ground and a barbless bottom wire at least 10 inches above the
ground.

Type III. Exterior boundary fencing only which separates adjacent
sheep and cattle use. A four-strand fence with the top barbed wire
no higher than 38 inches above the ground and a barbless bottom
wire at least 10 inches above the ground.

a. Can open range livestock operations adapt to the proposed
specifications? Why or why not?

b. What fencing standards could meet the needs of the livestock
operators and still enhance the movement of pronghorn in
problem areas?

5. There are range management practices which may be utilised as alter-
natives to livestock fencing. Examples are herding, controlling
water locations, using extremely large pastures, etc. The degree
of success depends upon such factors as the class of livestock,
type of range, the desired intensity of control of the livestock,
etc.

a. Are there viable alternatives to livestock fencing within
important pronghorn areas and what are they?





WORK GROUP 2

WILDLIFE

1. What measures would you recommend to avoid or minimize impacts
of fences on antelope?

a. What are appropriate heights of fence, heights of bottom
wires, use of barb wire v. net wire? Should the bottom
wire be smooth, instead of barbed?

b. Of what value are cattleguards, lay-down panels, occasional
panels with a reduced height and/or a raised bottom wire?

2. What is your viewpoint on the establishment of fence-free
antelope ranges on the national resource lands? What are the
pros and cons? What criteria would be involved in establishing
such areas?

3. In some areas, antelope traditionally move long distances by habit
or necessity while in other areas of satisfactory year-long habitat
and climatic conditions, antelope range over a relatively small
area. What measures would you recommend to minimize impacts of
fences on antelope in these situations?

4. Under what circumstances, if any, is it essential that traditional
antelope movement routes be maintained?
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WORK GROUP 3

PROGRAM AND POLICY RESPONSIBILITY

1= At what level should the fencing policy be established? Local, state

,

or Departmental?

2. Is there a need for greater uniformity in fencing policies among state.
local and Federal organizations?

3. Is it necessary for an Interior fencing policy to be consistent with
the various fence laws of the 11 Western States?

4. What planning criteria should be used by BLM

a. to establish no fencing areas?

bo to fence areas for intensive management, such as, livestock allot-
ment management plans?

5. Should grazing permittees and licensees, as a condition of their
permit or license, be required to

a. modify existing fences where improperly constructed?

b. required to use their own labor in seasonally performing fencing
management practices, such as, lay down panels, etc?

11





WORK GROUP 4

LEGISLATIVE RELATIONSHIPS

1. Is there a need for interstate uniformity in state statutory standards
for "legal fences"?

2. Should fence standards for public and private land be uniform?

3. Do Federal Highway Administration standards for fencing highway
rights-of-way conform to state laws? Is it necessary that FWHA and
other Federal agencies comply with state law?

4o Where fences are now used to protect the public safety, are there
any alternatives?

5. Does state law permit a standard which requires smooth wire on the
bottom strand of all fences?

6. Should net wire be banned on national resource lands? What are the
ramifications of such a ban?

7. What are the possible effects of Federal minimum fence standards on
landowners 1 liability under state laws and regulations?

8. Should the private landowner be compensated if fences on private range
lands incorporate modifications to allow for big game migration?
What are the criteria for such fences or for compensation, and who
should determine the criteria? Are there alternative incentives?

12.:





WORK GROUP 5

INTERMINGLED LANDS

1. Large acreages of national resource lands are intermingled with private
and State lands. The land ownership pattern ranges from alternate
sections (checkerboard) to small isolated tracts of national resource
land completely surrounded by private land and small isolated tracts
of private lands surrounded by national resource lands. This fragmented
land ownership pattern complicates the fencing problem. For example,
landowners may enclose national resource lands with fences constructed
entirely on private lands. On the other hand , a small scattered tract
of national resource land, along the route of a planned fence, may have
special importance as a point for both human and wildlife access.

2. How can closer cooperation with private landowners be achieved in
checkerboard areas or similar scattered land patterns in determining
fencing needs, design standards, locations, etc?

3. What would your recommendations be on how fencing of intermingled lands
should be handled?

13





WORK GROUP 6

ESTHETIC/ENVIRONMENTAL

A recent development has been concern about the effects of fences on
natural esthetics, the environment, and human access.

1. ESTHETIC CONSIDERATIONS

a. Under what conditions should areas be left unfenced for esthet-
ic reasons?

bo What can be done to lessen the impact of fences on scenic
values?

2. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

a. How can environmental impacts of fences be avoided or kept to
minimum?

bo How should desirable provisions to avoid or minimize environ-
mental impacts be put into effect?

3o HUMAN ACCESS CONSIDERATIONS

a. To what extent do fences impact human access?

b. What measures would you recommend implementing to avoid or
minimize impacts of fencing on human access?

14





WORK GROUP 7

PUBLIC SAFETY & ACCESS

1. Fences are constructed along highway rights-of-way to keep live-
stock and big game off the right-of-way in order to protect hu-
man life. In some cases, these fences intersect traditional ante-
lope seasonal movement routes. These fences are often very high
and constructed of net wire. Are fences of this magnitude nec-
essary for public safety?

a. Are there alternatives to fencing of highway rights-of-way?

If so, what are they and what are the advantages and disad-
vantages of each?

b. If fences are retained, would construction of sections of
lay down fence where highways intersect important antelope
or deer migration routes be acceptable from the public safe-
ty and wildlife point of view?

If lay down fences are used, who should be responsible for
their installation in existing fences?

Who should be responsible for taking the panels down and
putting them up again?

2. Underpasses can be used to facilitate big game movement across
highways

.

They are expensive to construct.

a. What criteria should be used to determine whether underpasses
are justified and where they should be placed?

15





Summary of Recommendations

Regional Fencing Workshop - Cheyenne, Wyoming

March 22-23, 1974

The unedited recommendations from all seven work groups have been
summarized into five categories:

Planning/Environmental Analysis
Highways and Rights -of -Way
Recreation/Access
Standards /Modifications

The number of the work group, from which the recommendation originated,
is shown on the right side of the page,
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Summary of Recommendations

Planning/Environmental Analysis

Where no particular problems exist, consideration will be given
to no fencing, (No. 1)

The agency procedures and documents, including an environmental
analysis used to develop a plan for multiple use resource manage-
ment, will clearly justify the need for all fences and other
developments, (No. 1)

In important wildlife areas, strong consideration be given to

managing domestic livestock to the extent possible by con-
trolling the water rather than by fencing. (No. 1)

Research be initiated by BLM in cooperation with state agencies
to fill the gaps in knowledge on fencing, including domestic
animal management as well as wildlife. (No. 1)

All fences should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis at the

BLM district level. (No. 2)

That fencing on antelope ranges be kept to a minimum, that
large pastures be encouraged and that water developments
be constructed before fencing is done. (No. 2)

In areas of significant wildlife habitat or migration routes
there may be a need for fence-free range. (No. 2)

There should be a broad fencing policy established at the
Departmental level with accent on provision made for de-
cisions to be made at the local level as to the selection
of one of a group of alternative designs which would best
satisfy the local needs (for example) . Provision should
also be made for public input in the process. (Passed
with 1 nay and one abstention.) (No. 3)

Yes - there is a need for greater uniformity in fencing
policies among state, local, and federal organizations.
No vote. (No. 3)

Relative to question number 3 which was - Is it necessary
for an Interior fencing policy to be consistent with the
various fence laws of the 11 Western States?

That state legislatures adopt a model fencing law
providing for uniformity between the 11 Western States.
(Passed unanimously) (No. 3)

17



Planning criteria to establish no fencing areas should be based
on environmental analysis and public participation. (Passed
unanimously) (No. 3)

BLM now has adequate criteria and procedure (i.e., planning
system and environmental analysis) to fence areas for in-

tensive management such as livestock management plans.
(Passed - 2 abstentions) (No, 3)

It is recommended that district policies requiring fencing,
when changing from sheep to cattle, be reviewed at the

district level with public participation with consideration
given to allowing these changes without requiring fencing. (No. 3)

It is the unanimous opinion of the Legislative Relationships
Work Group that there is no need for interstate uniformity
in state statutory standards for minimum legal fences.

(a) It is our opinion that State Law now sets a minimum
standard for a legal fence on both public and private
land.

(b) We recognize that there are occasions where good
range management may be best served by a fencing
uniform standard across public and private land.

This should be accomplished by agreement between
the private landowner and the public land managing
agency and not by legislation, (No, 4)

Therefore, be it resolved that in intermingled landownership
areas, problems relating to building and locating fences for
controlling livestock grazing should be accomplished through
the cooperative development of comprehensive plans for specific
units of intermingled lands by all affected landowners and
concerned parties and public land administering agencies which
will meet the specific objectives for managing and improving
the range resource, wildlife and livestock habitat and to
provide access for all the multiple uses for which the lands
are suited. (No. 5)

Be it further resolved that an enviornmental assessment will
be made by the responsible agency for each proposed fence which
crosses public lands (Federally administered lands) . This
assessment will determine the significance of the fence as it

relates to lawful use and welfare of the public resources. (No. 5)

We encourage the Bureau to gain all possible input and thinking
on any fence project prior to construction. All impacts should
be considered as completely as possible by input from the general
public as well as interested state and local entities. (No. 6)

18



We suggest that the Bureau look at the needs of all fence
projects and consider the multiple use aspects by not frag-

menting areas. (No. 6)

We encourage the Bureau to continue with their present
procedure or process in analyzing the environmental impacts
of fencing on Bureau administered lands. (No. 6)

We recommend that the Bureau use or call for a full inter-
disciplinary action team before any decisions or any con-
struction projects are undertaken. (No. 6)

We recommend that the Bureau continue to make its needs
known as concern their requirements for additional man-
power and money to achieve the desired objectives and
goals for environmental and esthetic considerations. (No. 6)

Generally - we recommend that the Bureau obtain adequate
skills and utilization of its staff. There is a need for
additional funding to follow through with guidelines so

that there is a minimal effect on the environment. (No. 6)

We urge the Bureau to focus on the NEPA process in their
project developments. Once a document is published it

should be used as a working tool as to what is being done
and not just a published document. (No. 6)

We recommend that the Bureau continue compliance checks on
projects as well as additional field checks to determine
if impacts happened as predicted. (No. 6)

We recommend that the Bureau set up a monitoring system to
determine whether or not contract stipulations are being
adhered to in the protection of esthetic and environmental
considerations

.

(No. 6)

We recommend that better communications and dissemination
of information to the public, as well as education, be
considered and followed up by the Bureau. (No. 6)

All uses of the national resource lands should be con-
sidered on an equal basis with uses being determined in
a manner that will result in maximum net public benefit. (No. 5)

(Minority)

Construction of any fence which affects legitimate uses
of any resource would be a significant action. A blanket
environmental impact statement should be prepared on all
existing and proposed fencing on intermingled lands as

well as areas of predominantly federally controlled
lands. (No. 5)

(Minority)

19



Public hearings should be conducted and public input considered
prior to any new fences on national resource lands. All users

of national resource lands should have an equal voice on

advisory board particularly at the local level. (No. 5)

(Minority)

Highways and Rights-of-Way

All interstate highways be fenced antelope tight and in certain
instances when required, fencing shall be constructed against
other wild animals. When animal crossing is a problem, all

means will be explored to allow for animal passage. (No. 1)

On non- interstate roads, fences shall be constructed according
to game and livestock needs. (No. 1)

Removal gates for animals shall be placed on all roads (No. 1)

That methods be developed and utilized which would provide
better passage for both domestic and wild animals across

manmade obstacles such as highways, railroads, etc. (No. 2)

That underpasses as developed have not proved to be

effective when most needed. (No. 2)

The FHA does not have fencing standards for fencing high-
way rights-of-way but they conform to state laws. The
FHA and Federal agencies comply with state law. (No. 4)

Fences are now used to protect public safety and they
should also be used to protect wildlife. There are
alternatives to fencing such as: hedgerows, electric
fences, ditches, moats, signs, underpasses, overpasses,
lights, stone walls, water developments, regulations
(public season of use and type of use) and public
education. (No. 4)

Accurate records should be kept regarding accidents
involving wildlife, as to the location where they are
occurring and make this available to the public. This
information could point out problem areas and corrective
actions that need to be taken. (No. 4)

The Public Safety and Access work group recommends that
the State Director of the Bureau of Land Management,
The State Game and Fish Department, and the State High-
way Department Director initiate the formation of an
emergency task force to develop a contingency plan with
authority within the law to take whatever action is nec-
essary to provide emergency passage across highways of

any wild game or livestock in any emergency situation.
Operation shall be jointly funded by the three agencies. (No. 7)

20



On all highways, excluding interstate on which fencing is

mandatory, studies should be conducted to determine if

fencing is needed at all. When fencing is necessary, drop

panels, etc., should be installed to facilitate movement
of wild game and livestock under emergency situations. (No. 7)

In future construction of new highways, location studies

should include efforts to miss wildlife migration routes,
and install passage devices where highways cross known
migration routes. (No. 7)

The Public Safety and Access work group recommends that the

Bureau of Land Management, State Highway Department and

State Game and Fish Department pursue the possibility of

cooperative research studies to find ways of moving wild-
life and livestock across highways under stress or emer-
gency conditions. These studies to be jointly funded by
the three agencies or by other acceptable means. (No, 7)

The Highway Research Board, a cooperative group of people
organized to carry out all types of research in highway
planning and construction should undertake and sponsor
research on the passage of migratory wildlife across
high-speed highways that have been fenced for public
safety. (No. 7)

That the Federal Highway Administration receive a copy
of the complete proceedings, containing all recommenda-
tions, of this workshop. (No. 7)

We recommend that the task force have representation from
each of the three above named agencies, the livestock
industry, mining, oil and gas, and sportsmen and recre-
ationist sectors, (No. 7)

Recreation/Access

That we encourage the BLM to give consideration to the

posting of fences to indicate land status and the posting
of fences to indicate gate locations. (No. 1)

Fences on Bureau administered land impact human access by
not having cattleguards and wire gates installed on
established roads and trails. Also, many wire gates,
oftentimes, are difficult to open and close by both young
and old alike. In addition, the mere presence of a fence
indicates to the using public that access may be denied
or hindered. (No. 6)

The following suggestions are recommended for Bureau
consideration:
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(1) We recommend the use of cattleguards and wire
gates on established roads and trails. (No. 6)

(2) Also, where cattleguards are installed, a gate
should be provided adjacent to it. (No. 6)

(3) All wire gates should be provided with a "helper"
type latch so that it can be opened and closed
with a minimum of effort. (No. 6)

(4) Where cattleguards are not deemed necessary wire
gates with "helper" type latch will be provided. (No. 6)

(5) We encourage the Bureau to provide a distinction
between deeded and national resource lands by

means of markers placed on top of gate post
near the road crossing. Markers are suggested
for top of fence posts so that they could not
be used as targets. (No. 6)

(6) In order to orient the using public, road signs

located near fence crossings or on Bureau road
net-work should be numbered, keyed and identified
on land status maps or Bureau Outdoor Recreation
Guide Map as the case may be. (No. 6)

(7) We encourage the Bureau to pursue more cooperative
agreements where private and national resource
lands are intermingled. Such agreements would
provide for better public access and public
relations. (No. 6)

(8) We encourage the Bureau to update its Outdoor
Recreation Map Guide to show access to the
national resource lands as well as types of gate
locations whether they are located on existing
roads, trails or fenced grazing allotment lines. (No. 6)

Under what conditions should areas be left unfenced for
esthetic reasons?

First, do we have areas that contain certain esthetic
qualities and values where fences should not be con-
structed?

Yes, (historic trails, unique natural areas, overlooks,
etc.) but the Bureau should develop an inventory, guide-
lines, and criteria to protect the esthetic values in
any given area. We would also urge the Bureau to apply
the use of its planning system and inventory for the
unique and scenic values prior to any construction., Also
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it is felt that fence projects should not be

discriminated against for multiple use purposes. (No. 6)

What can be done to lessen the impact of fences on scenic
values?

We recommend that the Bureau consider fully all the

impact possibilities on the scenic and esthetic values
prior to numbers, location and construction of fences.

Also, we encourage the Bureau to consider screening
fences, avoid skylining and crest of hills, deviate
from heavy concentration of vegetation (such as

timber) and avoid long straight lines in fencing
projects , Consider color to blend with the natural
conditions and fewer fence posts and wires to lessen
the impact.

Consider the computerization feasibility potential
data for fence projects such as location, color,
terrain, etc., prior to construction. (No. 6)

Standards /Modifications

Agencies review all existing structures and modify them
whenever possible as needed to meet management needs in

cooperation with the public land users. (No. 1)

That fencing standards be flexible and dependent on the

prevailing local situation. (No. 2)

That fence types I 9 II, and III of page 2 of the fence
specification handout be used as guideline fence types
with the provision that in type III special provisions
be added to enable antelope passage, i„e>,, drop gaps,

opening of gates, passes, etc. (No. 2)

That existing restrictive fences in important antelope
migration and wintering areas be modified to allow
passage of wildlife. (No. 2)

A support recommendation where modifications of

existing fences are going to be done, that
priority financing be considered by the Bureau. (No. 2)

The group is not in favor of hard and fast standards
that are inflexible at the local level. (No. 2)

The livestock representatives stated that fences of over
38 inches are no longer necessary. This is attributed to

(1) livestock becoming accustomed to fences (2) the
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increased cost of fence construction. It was also brought out

that the 16" spacing of the bottom wire was not objectionable
except where sheep are involved. (No. 2)

That restrictive fences do contribute to wildlife mortality
under certain conditions, (No. 2)

Grazing permittees and licensees should not be required to

modify existing fences when improperly constructed and
located as a condition to their license or permit -- unless

a problem exists and if modifications are necessary, it

should be a cooperative effort between the permittee and BLM„

(Passed - one nay) (No. 3)

Grazing permittees and licensees should not be required to

use their own labor in seasonally performing fencing manage-
ment practices such as lay-down panels, etc., as a condition
to their license or permit unless so specified in an

agreement, (Passed - one abstention) (No. 3)

No state laws require smooth wire on the bottom strand of

all fences. (No. 4)

We recommend that changes in individual state legislation
are needed to allow its use of smooth wire. We feel that
this could best be accomplished by eliminating the word
"barbed" from existing state fencing laws. (No. 4)

Eight members recommend that net wire be allowed to remain
on national resource lands and all future net fences be

built not to exceed 36" in total height. They also
recommended that the BLM continue experimenting with lay-

down panels, ramps and antelope passes and in addition
use 26" net wire raised 10" above the ground in migratory
areas, (No. 4)

Two members voted to eliminate net wire fences on all
national resource lands not abutting interstate highway
and that a fencing board be designated consisting of
members from the public, the BLM and the permittee to

review all fence proposals. (No. 4)

The private landowner should be compensated if private
range lands incorporate modifications to allow for big
game migration,, Criteria and incentive should be handled
by negotiation with the private landowners. (No. 4)
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WORK GROUP NO. 5

Minority Report

Intermingled Lands

The national resource lands are owned by all citizens of this country,
and these lands should be managed in recognition of this fact.

All uses of the national resource lands should be considered on an
equal basis with uses being determined in a manner that will result
in maximum net public benefit.

Construction of any fence which affects legitimate uses of any re-
source would be a significant action. A blanket environmental im-
pact statement should be prepared on all existing and proposed fenc-
ing on intermingled lands as well as areas of predominantly federally
controlled lands.

Public hearings should be conducted and public input considered prior
to any new fences on national resource lands. All users of national
resource lands should have an equal voice on advisory boards particu-
larly at the local level.

Any further workshops should be run according to parliamentary pro-
cedures or committees should be chaired by an unbiased person.

/s/ Jerri Robinson

/s/ William Robinson

/s/ H. Bruce Marker

/s/ Dave Robertson
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Report of Public Meeting held Friday, March 22, 1974

The fencing workshop public meeting was called to order at 7:45 P.M.

by Dan Baker, State Director for the Bureau of Land Management. At

that time he explained the purpose of the meeting and indicated there
would be no rebuttals or arguments, merely the opportunity for the
various groups to state their views. He then briefly itemized and
reviewed the contents of letters which have been received by the
following persons:

Mr. R. L. Larson, Rock Springs
P. A, Cox, Casper, Wyoming (for Burlington Northern)
Mr. & Mrs. William Mehle, Rock Springs
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Fabian, Rock Springs

Mr. Baker then opened the meeting, calling on H. 0. "Buck" Compton,
representative of the Antelope States Workshop. Mr. Compton indicat-
ed they meet every other year and report back to the Western Associa-
tion in Salt Lake City. The Antelope States Workshop includes the
activities and interested people in antelope research and management
in the western states and also the Canadian provinces that have ante-
lope and antelope management problems. He submitted a written state-
ment of the views of the association.

The following people in order of appearance submitted written state-
ments for the meeting, reading them in the order below:

Mrs. Jessie Baker, Wyoming Woolgrowers Association
Mr. John Borzea, Wyoming Wildlife Federation
Mr. John Rankine, Chairman, Worland District Advisory Board
Mr. William Robinson, Sweetwater Wildlife Association
Mr. Dan C. Shatto, Lander Valley Sportsman Association (218 members)
Mr. Richard C. Denney, President, Central Mountain Plains Section

of Wildlife Society

Mr. John Burke had indicated he would like to speak, but was not pre-
sent for the meeting.

Mrs. Vim Crane - representing the National Audubon Society - commented
on the excellent workshop . She said she perceived no preconceived no-
tions. She concurred with the expressions of the Wildlife Society,
and requested a 45 day extension of records to give them the opportuni-
ty of putting together their recommendations within a 45 day period.
Mr. Baker acknowledged and said this would be taken under considera-
tion.

Mr. Lee Trejo, Rawlins, presented his personal views. "We have a group
of knowledgeable people working with you, Mr. Baker, and for the public
at this workshop. I would like to recommend that all allotments be
made up in bigger areas than we have them now and the cattlemen and
other users combined in their use. This seems like an impossible
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suggestion, but I think that it will work because this would eliminate
the extensive fencing that would result in individual uses. Another
point I would like to make is that the BLM project or take up the
program to sign up all users to join in a cooperative agreement allow-
ing free use of both public and private lands. This we have in our
own area in Carbon County and it has been in effect for better than
five years. We feel it is a great step towards solving a great many
of our problems and would, in turn, make for better public relations
between landowners and public and would result in better use and less
vandalism."

Mr. Baker thanked the speakers for their interest and comments and
with a few final words, adjourned the meeting at approximately 9:00 P.M.
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Mrs. Robert L. Larson
1005 Wyoming Street

Rock Springs, Wyoming 82901
March 20, 1974

Mr. Dan Baker
State Director of BLM
Federal Bldg.

Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001

Dear Mr . Baker

:

We would like to go on record as opposing the fencing of

public lands by the BLM and other government agencies for the

benefit of private individuals i.e. - Howard Routh's Steamboat

Mountain proposal.

We had always thought that government agencies in a democ-

racy represented the will of the majority of the people. Why

then, do you ignore the fact that over 2000 people in S. W.

Wyoming signed a petition against fencing?

Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Larson
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Casper, Wyoming
March 20, 1974

Mr. Dan Baker
Wyoming Director of B. L. M.

,

Cheyenne, Wyoming.

Dear Sir:

In regard to your request for comments on fencing and manage-

ment of Public Lands; wish to advise, I have always been of the

opinion that Hi-ways primary and secondary roads should be fenced,

but only to the extent to keep domestic animals confined. Fencing

should be high enough off of the ground to permit Antelope to go

under lower wire when migrating to water and feed and not to high,

which might prevent Deer and other wild animals from going over fence

for same reason.

It is my sincere opinion that no Federal or State lands, in-

cluding Taylor Grazing Leases, should be fenced at all.

If fencing were as I have suggested above, Wild game could mi-

grate freely yet the domestic animals would be confined.

Sheep producers might find it necessary to re-hire herders,

but given rifles they could help control the predator.

This letter is only as I see several combined problems, yet

feel it could well be the solution to all.

Sincerely,

Is/ P. A. Cox
P. A. Cox
3110 East 5th Street,
Casper, Wyoming 82601
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March 20, 1974
1301 Liberty Dr.

Rock Springs, Wyo,

82901

Mr. Dan Baker
St. Director of B.L.M.
Federal Bldg.

Cheyenne, Wyo. 82001

Dear Mr. Baker,

We here in Sweetwater County, are much concerned over the pro-

posed fencing by, firstly, Mr. Routh in the Steamboat area North of

Rock Springs. While Mr. Routh contends the public will not be re-

stricted access to the public lands his fencing will enclose, yet,

we here feel Mr. Routh' s character being as it is, that he will post

"No Trespassing" signs and will enforce them. And while he is with-

in legal rights to fence his private property, yet, this area being

in a checkerboard pattern as it is, will he not also be enclosing

public land as well?

The area in question is a wonderful recreation spot with wild

game and wild horses roaming freely for public viewing. It is also

a scenic area where we, as a family, have gathered to picnic and

to enjoy the view, nature and solitude.

We—citizens, taxpayers—though in majority, feel our wishes are

being ignored in regards to public land fencing. We have written

letters before, and have signed petitions and still our pleas fall

upon deaf ears. What can we do? Many feel as I do. We love the

out of doors. We respect nature and will do nothing that will mar

Wyoming's rare, rustic beauty; seeing game roaming free is a sight

worthy of my cameras capture—and capture it, I do.
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I understand Pine Mountain and Little Mountain are also being con-

sidered for fencing. Here again, I voice my protest and for the same

reasons. Do not let Wyoming come to the same fate as so many states

have become- and with fencing, in time, it will-where free movement

of game is hampered and free movement of the citizenery is denied by

a state that will literally become stamped with "No Trespassing" and

"Private Property" signs.

I urge you to consider the wishes of the majority in regards to

this matter. PLEASE—no fencings

Sincerely,

/s/ Mrs. Wm. Mehle
Mrs. Wm. Mehle
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March 20, 1974
Rock Springs, Wyo.

Dear Mr. Baker

We would like to bring to your attention the fencing of the

Steam Boat area by the BLM. Because of this action all areas will

be closed off and inaccessible to everyone.

Wyo. vast lands are most enjoyable when one can roam about

freely = The fences also bring hardships to the survival of the

animals in this area, such as the deer, antelope & wild horses.

Why add another barrier to the survival of these animals? In

other fenced areas I've seen the fences collect all the weeds &

garbage the winds had blown in, adding another hazard.

Do we as citizens also have a right to public lands as the

ranchers in this area?

Any consideration you can act on will be greatly appreciated.

Thank you.

Sincerely

Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Fabian
1 425 Fremont
Rock Springs, Wyo
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Buck Compton

FENCE COMMITTEE REPORT

ANTELOPE STATES WORKSHOP

It was the unanimous feeling of biologists who served on the fence

committee and who have had experience with fencing on pronghorn ante-

lope range that much more thought and consideration for antelope be

given prior to commencing with fencing projects. We all feel that

pronghorns are an immensely valuable wildlife species, both economi-

cally and aesthetically and that more effort should be made to incor-

porate and harmonize livestock use with the habitat requirements of

antelope rather than search for ways to modify antelope behavior or

manipulate them so that they may live with fences requested by live-

stock people. We must look for ways that livestock use can be incor-

porated into an antelope management program. We cannot assume that

antelope will adapt to changes in habitat resulting from livestock

use or learn behavior patterns that will permit them to thrive where

their physical environment has been altered by such things as fencing.

The committee feels there should be no fencing on pronghorn range

lands until a complete management program has been prepared includ-

ing both livestock and wildlife, and it can be shown that if fences

are required, they will not be detrimental to pronghorns. This should

include a study of the range and its vegetation, food habits of all

livestock and major wildlife species, their movements and behavior

patterns, and an analysis of terrain and climatalogical conditions.

Results of these investigations, along with proposed fencing plans and

criteria, should then be reviewed by wildlife biologists and game mana-

gers for their approval or disapproval and recommendations

.
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The committee does not think that a specific set of fence designs for

antelope range can solve all problems. This might just serve as a

"green light" for fencing without good evaluations as to the need for

the fence. We believe each area should be fully evaluated before

undertaking a program that will require fence construction that might

affect antelope or adversely alter vegetation because of changes in

livestock use.

Where fencing is deemed advantageous to the total land use picture,

the minimum amount of fence should be used and of a design compatible

with antelope movements in that area. Often let down panels of at

least one-fourth mile in length would serve antelope best. If these

are used, a schedule for opening the panels should be established and

the responsibility for doing so designated to someone. Where winter

migration of pronghorns occurs, this may be the best approach.

Generally speaking, the fence design which is most compatible to ante-

lope movements, is three or four strands of barbed or smooth wire with

the bottom wire 16 to 18 inches above the ground. This type of fence

can serve satisfactorily for holding cattle.

Where the fence is designed to hold sheep, the problem is, of course,

more complex. Any fence which will contain sheep is also restrictive

to some age class of pronghorns. Many types of pass structures have

been tested and under some conditions, they have worked satisfactorily

or have shown some promise for doing so (see literature). However,

these areas are limited and in many areas, under practical conditions,
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they have received little or no use. This is particularly true where

antelope populations are sparse and they encounter such devices in-

frequently.

Basically, the committee feels that less emphasis should be placed on

fencing and that livestock operations, especially sheep operations,

should be managed so that fencing is not required.

If state wildlife agencies would prepare management plans for impor-

tant pronghorn antelope range lands and outline where movements take

place, they could then specify that no restrictive fences be construct-

ed in these areas. In so doing, recommendations would be on record and

would not seem to be a negative afterthought.
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Statement

Before The

Bureau of Land Management

By The

Wyoming Wool Growers Association

Subject: Range Fencing and

Wildlife Management

March 22, 1974

Cheyenne , Wyoming
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The Wyoming Wool Growers Association desires to cooperate with

the Bureau of Land Management and other agencies and organizations rela-

tive to the construction of fences. However, it is important that the

need for adequate fences to properly manage the grazing lands is recog-

nized by the BLM and all interested parties in order that the Wyoming

sheep industry, which ranks second in the nation, can remain economi-

cally sound.

The Wyoming Wool Growers Association, which serves as the spokes-

man for the wool and lamb industry in Wyoming, has a definite policy

relative to fences, which was adopted during the 61st Annual Convention

held in Riverton, Wyoming, November 13-14, 1964. We quote:

"The Wyoming Wool Growers Association believes that the erection of

fences on public or private lands is fully compatible with the manage-

ment of our game herds in Wyoming. This Association believes that we

must look to, and learn from the experience gathered in all parts of

the State where game herds co-exist with fenced livestock pastures.

This Association urges all its members to cooperate with the Wyoming

Game and Fish Commission, the Bureau of Land Management, and with the

sportsmen's groups whenever it is necessary for that Association member

to erect a fence on lands, public or private, under his control."

CONTRIBUTION TO WYOMING'S ECONOMY

The range livestock industry is one of the oldest and more im-

portant agricultural enterprises of Wyoming . In addition to being a

keystone to the economy of small local communities, it. creates new

wealth within the area. Research studies point out that a dollar
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spent by anyone engaged in agriculture tends to create more local busi-

ness than other dollars spent in the community.

In An Economic. Analysis of Wyoming's Sheep Industry , Bulletin 546,

University of Wyoming, June 1971, Professor Delwin M. Stevens said,

"The range sheep industry is an important segment of Wyoming's agri-

cultural economy and the main income source for about eight percent of

its farm and ranch families

.

"In 1970, with 1.85 million sheep, Wyoming had 9.1 percent of the

total (in the United States) and was second only to Texas with 3.86

million head. In 1968 sheep and wool represented about 11 percent of

Wyoming's cash receipts from farming and ranching. Of the basic eco-

nomic activities which bring money into Wyoming, mineral production

represents about 31 percent and agriculture 21 percent.

WHY FENCES ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY

In Wyoming's early years, livestock roamed the open range, sheep

were herded, and cattle turned loose. Management was simpler in those

days but it was adequate to meet the economic needs of the livestock

operators. Now, with the challenge of modern competition, the high

cost of labor, and the increased public awareness of the need for con-

servation, greater attention must be focused on range land management

to benefit all users.

The range sheep industry has traditionally utilized the system

of year-round herding. Examination of long term income figures show

that the sheep, lamb and wool industries are not adding as much to the

State income as previously. While a number of factors have contributed

to this decline, of increasing importance is the high cost and unavail-

ability of good quality labor. For many years sheep operators have
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shown increasing interest in converting from the high labor require-

ment method of herding, to running sheep under fence.

The sheep industry, as is true of all agriculture, is different

from all other industries in the fact that it does not set the price

for which its products sell. It accepts the price offered at the mar-

ket and hopes to adjust production costs so as to realize a profit.

One method of lowering production costs as well as increasing the

quantity and quality of lamb and wool produced on Wyoming ranges, is

by running the sheep loose under fence.

Tye S. Moore, Casper, is owner and operator of the Buzzard Ranch,

which has been fenced since 1957. He expresses his reasons for fenc-

ing his pastures.

"The labor situation is so much more difficult now than it was

just 20 years ago and other operating costs have risen so high, if we

were not fenced, we could not keep our outfit in line economically."

Mr. Moore also indicates (and his views have been borne out by

University of Wyoming, Agricultural Extension Service studies) that

sheep thrive better when they are pastured, the lambs are larger, and

when the animals are turned loose rather than being herded, it is much

easier on the range. The sheep don't bunch up, they don't trail when

left alone, and they don't trample the water areas. They utilize all

the range more evenly when they are allowed to gather in small bunches.

SHEEPMEN'S CONTRIBUTION TO WILDLIFE

The landowner-livestock operator is a very substantial contributor

to the abundant wildlife population of Wyoming which is enjoyed by sportsmen,

resident and non-resident hunter alike, and recreationists.
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Nearly one-half of Wyomings' land surface is privately owned. It

is the better land because of the water and forage produced; consequent-

ly, it is highly responsible for the increase in the game herds and

without the private lands the game population would be very small.

Domestic livestock, deer and antelope, grazing together on land

owned by the livestock operator is a common sight in Wyoming during

every month of the year. In the winter when supplement feed is pro-

vided by the livestock owner for his domestic livestock, it is not

uncommon to see deer and antelope feeding with them.,

Water wells, reservoirs and ponds developed by ranchers for dom-

estic livestock, have certainly been more, beneficial to the increased

wildlife population now enjoyed in Wyoming than most people realize.

Salt licks provided for domestic, livestock are also utilized by wild-

life.

The livestock people have, because of the constant surveillance

of their livestock, also protected the wildlife population from the

malicious destruction of poachers

»

Probably the one thing which has contributed more than anything

else to the increased deer and antelope population in Wyoming is the

predatory control work financed and supported to a large degree by the

sheepmen of Wyoming,, Coyotes and bobcats certainly have no respect

for deer and antelope any more than they have for sheep and calves when

hungry or because of their desire to kill for the sake of killing.

In 1973, Wyoming sheepmen taxed themselves $221,955 to protect

their sheep from coyotes and bobcats, which also protected antelope and

deer

.
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ANTELOPE AND FENCING

Although several Wyoming Game and Fish Department biologists have

attributed the loss of thousands of antelope in the Chain Lakes Manage-

ment Area during the severe winter storm in 1971 to highway and sheep-

tight fences, the fact that the storms lasted from October to the spring

of 1972 has been consistently underplayed.

Following is a quote from William P. Mau, Rock Springs, who is a

former Wyoming Wool Growers Association president, "The fall blizzard

started on October 27, 1971 and relentlessly deposited snow accom-

panied by high winds and cold temperatures, plunging the chill factor

to 80 degrees below zero. The antelopes' winter feed was covered with

an impregnable ice cover that prevented them from getting feed, and

consequently they died of starvation,"

He went on to say, "Fences caused a very minor role in the deaths

of 5,000 head of antelope in the Red Desert, area of Wyoming , .... The

true cause for the demise of the antelope was starvation, brought about

by the worst winter experienced in that area,"

In the December 1973 issue of WYOMING WILDLIFE, John L. Newman,

Big Game Biologist, wrote, "The role of the private landowner in re-

storing antelope numbers is no small matter and without their proprie-

tary interests in this matter the state's distribution of this species

would probably be much altered from the present picture. The private

landowner, therefore, plays an important role in management considera-

tions of this valuable game animal,"

Mr. Newman goes on to say that 70 percent of the antelope taken

by hunters in Wyoming are harvested from the northeast one-third of

the state,
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Although the northeast portion of Wyoming probably affords more

shelter because of the terrain, it also has been fenced even more ex-

tensively than the Red Desert area. Even in the severe winter and

spring storms, ranchers who have lived there for a lifetime say they

don't lose antelope because the animals negotiate sheeptight fences

easily,

Robert Beaver, southeast of Gillette, said, "We have sheeptight

or woven wire fences and in all the storms I have witnessed in this

area, I have never seen a dead antelope in a fence. We run about

300-400 head of antelope a year on our place."

In April 1969, $5 million worth of sheep and cattle died during

a severe blizzard in Campbell County. No antelope deaths were reported,

Both Robert Deaver and Tye Moore, ranchers who have lived on the

land every day for many years, say they have never had any problem with

antelope getting caught in fences. Sometimes, however, it takes them

some time to learn how to negotiate the fence, either by cattle gates,

antelope passes, or jumping. It also takes sheep and cattle some time

to adjust to a newly fenced pasture, but by the time a new lamb or

calf crop becomes accustomed to confinement, they have no difficulty.

The same is true for antelope and deer.

Mr. Thomas Kimball, Executive Director, National Wildlife Federa-

tion, remarked as he stood in a meadow on the Buzzard Ranch Company in

the Fall of 1963, after seeing several adult antelope and one fawn

gracefully jump a 42 inch combination net and barb fence at two differ-

ent locations, "I have been told antelope would jump fences, now I know

they can."
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Summary and Conclusions

1. The Wyoming Wool Growers Association has made every attempt and

will continue to cooperate with the Bureau of Land Management , Wyo-

ming Game and Fish Commission and other governmental agencies to in-

sure that the erection of fences on private and public lands is fully

compatible with the management of livestock and game herds in Wyoming,

2. We request, in turn, that the BLM and other interested parties

recognize the importance of the sheep industry to the state's econo-

my and the importance of adequate fencing to the livestock industry.

3. We point to the landowners' and livestock operators' contribu-

tion to the protection and feeding of Wyoming's abundant wildlife.

4. We contend that fences play a minor role in the death of antelope

and other wildlife, while severe prolonged storms, causing starvation,

and lack of shelter are the real culprits.

5. We ask that the public lands continue to be managed for multiple

use, realizing that fencing is essential for highway safety and effec-

tive regulation of livestock.

Thank you.
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Wyoming Wildlife Federation Statement on Fencing of National

Resource Lands in Antelope Areas „ Presented at Public Fencing Meeting
Cheyenne, Wyoming, March 22, 1974

The Wyoming Wildlife Federation has continually been interested

and involved in the Bureau of Land Management practice which involves

the fencing of National Resources Lands.

We welcome the opportunity to be here in Cheyenne, Wyoming to

attend a B. L. M. Fence Workshop and public meeting relating to fenc-

ing policies of the B. L. M.

We are unable to understand why Cheyenne was choosen (sic) for

a meeting place, when much of the controversy involving fencing practices

has taken place several hundred miles to the West namely in Rock Springs.

More than 2500 people in the Rock Springs area signed petitions

opposing the fencing of public lands in Western Wyoming. Several public

meetings were held, concerning fencing, with one sponsored by the Wyo-

ming Wildlife Federation and one sponsored by the Sweetwater County Wild-

life Association. The results of all of these meetings was vast public

opposition to any program which would involve fencing of public lands in

areas that were populated by antelope

,

We regret that this meeting was not held in Rock Springs, We re-

gret that the more than 250 miles of travel has prevented a large num-

ber of the interested public from Sweetwater County from being here=

At a public meeting held in Rock Springs March 14th and sponsored

by the Sweetwater County Wildlife Association concerning the fencing of

some checkerboard lands north of Rock Springs one individual asked the

question, "What good will it do to express our views on these programs?"
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Gentelmen, (sic) I would also like to ask that same question. What

good will it do to express our views on your fencing policies on our

National Resources Lands. The more than 2500 persons that opposed fenc-

ing policies probably represented more than 10% of the populated area

canvassed. You have continually stated that you want public imput (sic)

into your programs and now we. would like to know if you intend to ignore

that public imput (sic) . At all public meetings held in Rock Springs

more than 90% of the people in attendance voted in opposition to fenc-

ing.

The Wyoming Wildlife Federation would like to discuss fencing

policies in areas of mostly public land where antelope have to mi-

grate as much as 90 miles from summer to winter ranges. Much of this

land is deep snow country.

We would like to call your attention to "the evaluation of the

1971-72 winter antelope loss on the Red Desert, Wyo.", by Chuch

(sic) Oakley and Phil Riddle, Wyoming Game and Fish Department. We

won't attempt to go into great detail but merely mention that these

Game and Fish people stated that any fence is an obsticle (sic) to

antelope during severe winter conditions and deep snow.

The Wyoming Wildlife Federation is unalterably opposed to the

fencing of National Resources Lands in any areas where antelope have

to migrate from summer to winter ranges in order to survive. In pub-

lic land areas where fences have been built, and they have proven det-

rimental to antelope, the fences should now be removed. In other

areas fences should be modified and all net wire fences on public

lands should be eliminated, except hiway right of way fences.
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Many hiway right of way fences along 1-80 (sic) and Wyo„ 187 in

particular have created many problems.

We would recommend that an antelope overpass be built in a criti-

cal area to ascertain if this overpass would allow antelope to tra-

verse the area. To our knowledge there has been very little success

with cattle guards, antelope passes, or underpasses.

The B. L. M. is presently involved with allotment management plans

in Western Wyoming. This again is the same area where antelope have to

migrate many miles to survive. We would recommend that range riders

be used as a management tool instead of fences.

Approximately 1% of the marketable lamb crop and 6% of the market-

able calf crop are raised on public land. This insignificient (sic)

number should not be allowed to dominate our public land management to

the detriment of wildlife and other uses.

We believe that the fencing issue is of great enough importance

as to require that a 102 environmental impact statement be made prior

to any further fencing of public land. We further believe that this

statement should consider the total picture including other fences

which might be built in the future and not just the one fence being

considered now.

Gentelmen (sic) , what we are saying is that one fence probably

will not annihilate an antelope herd but a mass of fences or fenced

allotment pastures throughout an area will be detrimental and will

eliminate our antelope herds. These mass fences will also eliminate

our wild horses and Congress has only recently designated the B.L.M.

with authority to manage these wild ones.
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In conclusion may I again say that you have asked for public im-

put (sic) into your programs. I hope that you will now listen and

accept that public imput(sic).

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ John C. Borzea

John C. Borzea, Director
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SUBJECT

(Land ,

)

Administered Fences on BLM Lands

Where as -

Proper fencing on public lands is a necessary tool needed to

manage livestock, as well as an aid to help restore the forage to its

highest possible plant climax.

Be it resolved -

That BLM personnel give consideration to public access esthet-

ic, environmental, wildlife needs as well as livestock needs before

any fence permit or cooperative agreement is issued.

Therefore -

Local conditions shall determine the type of fence built.

Respectively submitted by

Is I John Rankine
Chairman Worland District
Advisory Board
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FENCING ON PUBLIC LANDS

By

William H„ Robinson,

President

Sweetwater Wildlife Association

1007 Adams Street

Rock Springs, Wyoming 82901

March 22, 1974
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March 22, 1974

I have the feeling any statement I present at this meeting will

only be in vain and can only be repetitious of what has already been

said in countless letters and conversation with officials of a bureau-

cracy which has turned deaf ears to the outcries of the public.

The issue of fencing of public lands has been drug out by the

Bureau of Land Management for the past 18 months. We came to our

public servants with our objections; we have made known our reasons

for theses (sic) objections; and we have presented what we feel are

reasonable alternatives to fencing proposals

.

I can only ask if this meeting and the workshop to discuss live-

stock fencing on antelope ranges is just another ruse of the BLM to

placate public opinion. Is it just another facade designed to meet

set regulations with no intent on the part of the BLM to heed the wishes

of our citizens?

We can only judge this public meeting from our past experiences

and view it with disdain. The fact that it is being conducted so far

from the area most affected and where most concern has been voiced is

only one indication that the sincerity of our public officials is

questionable.

The fact that the impacts of fencing on antelope is the only con-

sideration at this meeting skirts the issue of fencing public lands

and the blame for the high antelope mortality can easily be passed to

the State of Wyoming which is responsible for fencing highway rights

of way, and uncontrollable weather conditions.

The impact of fencing on antelope is only one facet of fencing on

public lands

.
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More than 2,500 persons signed a petition opposing all fencing on

the grounds it is detrimental not only to antelope, but other wildlife

as well. Also being overlooked are our wild horse herds, which also

will be affected.

Wildlife experts have told us the impact of one fence is minimal,

but the impact of a maze of fences Is completely opposite.

Fencing deteriorates the aesthetic and recreational uses of our

land. The area of public land in Wyoming which is yet unfenced is

small in comparison to the vastness of our country and is one of the

few remaining open space areas still in existence. Fencing of this

rugged high desert will despoil the sense of freedom one can present-

ly enjoy and limits access to the public lands by the average person.

A fence in this part of the west has always implied that the

area is private and has inhibited usage by the public because of

possible trespass. This implication is carried over to fences on

public lands which are no different in appearance than fences on pri-

vate lands. In many cases fenced public lands have been posted by

private property owners, who have, in fact, paid for part of the fence

giving them a vested Interest in the land.

These violations often go unchecked for the simple reason the

government employees charged with the duties of managing these lands

have never seen them except from an airplane or else ignore the vio-

lations, thus condoning the action.

It is the average citizen who pays the penalty through the loss

of the use of their public lands and are denied their rights because

of pressure from a powerful self-serving interest.
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Livestock operators are allowed to convey grazing permits when

they sell their holdings thus a fenced allotment serves as an improve-

ment and the operation can be sold at a higher profits Therefore specu-

lation in such operations is made quite attractive at the expense of

the small operator who is attempting to earn a living from his opera-

tion, as well as the general public which is losing the use of their

land„

Fences so greatly affect the usage of the public lands by the

average person that they destroy the multiple use concept,,

It would appear the only reason the BLM is attempting to force

fencing is to control the livestock operator and enforce restrictions

upon him which they are not otherwise capable of enforcing

.

A case in point is the proposed Gold Creek Allotment fence in

the Upper Sweetwater River area north of Rock Springs.

It has been shown the reasons for justifying the fence are mere

fabrications and the objectives to be met by fencing are unrealistic

.

We feel that certain BLM officials have taken personal affront

to what we consider have been constructive criticism and reasonable

alternatives. It is our feeling these same officials are determined to

go ahead with fencing to prove their authority and power.

We sincerely hope that, this public input sought by the BLM will be

considered, but we have been informed our only recourse to stop fencing

would be a court injunction.

Hopefully, this will not be necessary, but in the event it becomes

a reality, many civic groups are banding together to take appropriate

court action.
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If this should occur it is a sad commentary on our society when

our government ceases to be government of the people and becomes manipu-

lation of the people by a too-powerful government bureau.
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A STATEMENT FOR BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT HEARING ON FENCING
PUBLIC LAND AREAS IN ANTELOPE HABITAT, to be delivered

in Cheyenne, Wyoming, March 22 & 23, 1974

The Lander Valley Sportsmen's Association representing 218 paid up

members wishes to submit the following comments and recommendations

on fencing of public lands in antelope areas.

It is our belief that Natural Resource Lands should be managed on the

multiple use principal in the best interests of the majority of our

people. These lands, even though they may be in our own backyards

here in Wyoming belong to all citizens of the United States. We feel

that wildlife use on these lands is both legitimate and desirable and

returns many thousands of recreational days enjoyed by observers and

hunters alike. The economic value of wildlife is comparable with

livestock returns on many public lands and in some cases may exceed

it's economic value. We generally endorse livestock use on our

Natural Resource Lands under proper regulation regarding number and

types of livestock. It is our belief that under proper management,

livestock and wildlife may compliment each other in their use of these

lands

.

We have watched the gradual fencing of our public lands over a period

of years. Most of this fencing has been justified by our public land

management agencies as a method of regulating livestock numbers and

protection of natural resources. It is only natural that conflicts

between uses of these lands will occur. We feel that many of the fences

being built on public lands are primarily designed to aid the livestock

industry and often interfere with wildlife use. One only has to recall
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the extensive illegal fencing on the Diamond Ring ranch in Natrona

County during the mid-Sixties to determine the intense desire of some

of our livestock operators to fence public lands.

We have reviewed the report EFFECTS OF LIVESTOCK FENCING ON ANTELOPE

prepared by the Wyoming Game and Fish Department regarding the recent

heavy antelope losses in the Red Desert Area of southcentral Wyoming.

Many of the areas where we typically drive to observe antelope or to

hunt them have been affected by these losses. These include areas

on the south end of the Wind River Mountains, along the upper Sweet-

water River drainage and the vast antelope ranges south of the Sweet-

water River. These losses gravely concern us!

We have noticed the effects of fencing on migratory antelope in other

areas that have resulted in antelope deaths, diversion of antelope

populations to less desirable areas or impeded movements of signifi-

cant importance. It is our contention that the construction of these

fences have not always proved to be in the best public interest!

With our anticipated human population increases in Wyoming , it will be-

come more and more important to sustain and/or increase antelope popu-

lations on our public land areas. Wyoming and Montana retain something

over 75 percent of the entire world's population of these animals and

their continued well being is important to all United States citizens

as well as the citizens of our Western States. We recognize the differ-

ences of antelope populations in Wyoming in reference to migratory or

non-migratory animals. Most of the populations in the northeast and

eastern parts of our state do not typically migrate from summer to
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winter ranges which involve movements of many miles. Here, in the

western part of Wyoming, the antelope must make movements to more de-

sirable wintering areas due to elevational differences and varying

amounts of snow cover. It is also absolutely necessary for them to

move from heavy storm areas to more open areas to survive. It is our

sincere belief these migrations are hampered by construction of fences

on our public lands. The Red Desert report clearly documents the

losses occurring from such fencing during severe winter conditions.

We recognize these losses were not entirely from fences built on pub-

lic land but included those on private lands in the checkerboard

land pattern along the Union Pacific railroad and from fences along

Interstate 80. As the right of landowners to construct fences of any

type on private property will probably remain, it becomes even more

important to carefully consider any fence construction on public lands

which would interfere with antelope distribution or movements.

We are also becoming increasingly alarmed about fencing on public lands

as it affects our access to these lands. Whether it is publicized

or not, a fence in Wyoming has the implication of private land owner-

ship! Our recreational and hunting public is being denied access to

some of these lands by fence construction on public lands!

We wish to make the following recommendations on fencing of public

lands:

1. Any fencing on public lands should be kept to an absolute minimum.

The only justification for fencing of these lands should be where

protection of natural resources such as soil and water is essential

and can only be obtained by fencing.
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Before its construction, each fencing proposal should be carefully-

considered to evaluate its effects on wildlife. If antelope move-

ment in the. area is necessary for the survival of populations, no

fences should be built. We realize that sheep tight, fences are

the most harmful to antelope but four-strand barb wire fences in

areas of typically heavy snowfalls can be very detrimental as well.

We are not as concerned about fence construction in antelope areas

where herds are non-migratory or where deer or elk are the only

animals concerned. We do recommend the construction of lower

fences to both minimize fence maintenance and accidental entangle-

ment of deer or elk in top wires of a fence. The days of chest

high fences to contain longhorns is long past and a 35 or 40 inch

high fence will contain over 95 percent of our domestic animals

today.

There are a number of fences detrimental to antelope movement al-

ready constructed on public lands. We recommend these be changed

to types less detrimental or entirely removed. Changes in classes

of livestock use or herding practices may be necessary to achieve

this end. We would say that antelope use is just as important as

livestock grazing on public lands and shouldn't always be second-

ary. Certainly more people are benefited by their presence.

If fencing of public lands is genuinely necessary to protect our

natural resources, we would ask that gates or cattleguards be

placed at all road crossings and adequate signing be installed to

inform users that both sides of the fence are on public lands. To

summarize this problem, we would like to emphasize our real concern
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for wildlife in times of intensified use of our public lands. Ante-

lope is the wildlife Wyoming is noted for. Lets give them a fair shake

on our public lands as they concern not only use in Wyoming, but every-

one in the United States.
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CENTRAL MOUNTAINS AND PLAINS SECTION OF THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE B L M FENCING WORKSHOP
MARCH 22 & 23, 1974 IN CHEYENNE

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY is an organization of professional people involved

in the many and varied aspects of wildlife management and research.

Membership in the society transcends agency and institutional lines and

has as its purpose the promotion of professional standards that will

aid in maintaining and enhancing the wildlife resource. The Central

Mountains and Plains Section of the Wildlife Society, represented here,

includes seven states and two Canadian provinces.

WILDLIFE has an intrinsic value on the land. This intrinsic value is

magnified on public lands belonging to all of the people of this nation.

Public values demand first priority on public land. The intent of the

Congress is clear in regards to the maintenance of wildlife on public

lands. The Multiple Use Act clearly stated the values of wildlife, the

Environmental Protection Act clearly takes wildlife into consideration

and numerous other laws have clauses clearly protecting the wildlife

resource. As our world becomes more complex and the man-earth relation-

ship more distant, people yearn for the natural values. Wildlife habi-

tat on public lands must be managed to provide these values.

AS EARLY as 1877 J. D. Caton made note of the fencing problem in regard

to antelope. He wrote;

This inability to leap over high objects may no doubt be attribut-

able to the fact that they live upon the plains, where they rare-

ly meet with such obstructions, and so they and their ancestors

for untold generations have had no occasion to overleap high ob-

structions 9 and thus from disuse they do not know how to do so

and never attempt it when they meet them.

In 1945 Arrington and Wells observed that large numbers of pronghorns
were "lost" shortly after installation of fences in Arizona. When
pronghorns migrated during the winter after the first severe snow

storms, it appeared that these fences restricted ,movements.

While working on his classic sage grouse study in Wyoming, Robert Patter-

son made the following observation:

Substantial acreages of public range lands in Wyoming are now en-

closed with woven wire fences which antelope are unable to go
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through or jump under normal conditions. There is little merit

in adopting a major range policy on public lands which is designed

to jeopardize the welfare, of either the game animals or the sport-

ing public, which under the public land laws are guaranteed rights

of access and use comparable to those exercised by the livestock
industry.

These early observations were followed by numerous studies that attempted

to define, the problem and determine solutions. During the past twenty-five

years the problem has been well defined. Many of the early, prelimin-
ary studies indicated the possible use of gates s jumps, ramps, under-

passes and other devices. These were too often hailed as a panacea
before proper testing and evaluation. The integrity of some of these

studies has been compromised by the lack of sufficient testing and by

incomplete and out of context use of the investigators' words and

ideas. Other studies and recommendations based on the body of data

that has been accumulated have remained unpublished because of their

controversial nature. In short
s
although sufficient Information is

available to effect a solution, the antelope and antelope-tight fenc-

problem still exists on public lands.

Fences are an unnatural factor in antelope habitat. Net wire fences

and many-stranded barbed wire fences serve to act as a barrier to ante-

lope. These antelope-tight fences disrupt use of the habitat by ante-

lope in various ways. Migratory herds of antelope are dependent upon

more than one small area to sustain, their lives throughout the year.

Antelope-tight fences deprive these herds of the ability to move to

favorable areas and under conditions such as blizzards, lack of water
in late summer, overgrazing by livestock and other adverse conditions

stress is magnified by antelope-tight fencing. This stress can be mani-
fested in many ways, including lowered fawn production, poor body condi-
tion, increased predation and death.

Antelope, typically prefer to crawl under a fence rather than jump over

it and for most antelope a net wire or many-stranded barbed wire fence

is impassable. This is especially true for fawns that are unable to

negotiate a situation that some adult antelope might handle.

Antelope "passes" of various designs have been developed and tested.

None has proven to be a solution to all facets of the problem. Some

passes that have been used by antelope are also passable by livestock.

On others maintenance and cost would be prohibitive when applied to

large areas. Another method, such as drop gap fences have failed In

the field because of the time and money involved dropping and raising
the gap panels. Limited access to drop gap panels due to mud, snow

and terrain also make them impractical. Other structures have failed
simply because the antelope will not use them to a meaningful degree.

Pass structures have serious limitations and should not be viewed as

a substitute for fences that permit free antelope passage.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Fences should be. designed so that they will allow antelope to pass
and at the same time hold in confinement a large percent of the live-
stock using an allotment. It is in attempting to confine the last small
percent of the livestock that apparently necessitates fences that are
antelope-tight. Possibilities for containing livestock in antelope
habitat on public lands beyond this limit include conversion of the
allotment to a different class of livestock, herding and adjustment
of allotment areas.

2. Fences should be designed so that populations of antelope reflect
the carrying capacity of the natural habitat on public lands rather
than the limiting factor of fences. Wildlife on public lands should
be present in natural rather than token numbers

.

3. There should be an inventory of fences that could be modified on
public lands. Many, many miles of sheep-tight fencing are found on
lands that are now grazed by cattle. These fences should be modified
to be completely passable by antelope.

4. Fencing should be minimum, both quantitatively and qualitatively,
for the objective desired. This would produce a minimum effect on

other uses on public land and aid multiple use,

5. Pastures should be as large as possible to necessitate a minimum
of fencing.

6. There should be no new net wire fencing on public lands . Proposed
fences deemed detrimental to wildlife should not be built.

7. An appropriate resource inventory, environmental analysis and

opportunity for input by the public and concerned organizations should

provide the basis for planning efforts that will result in the adop-
tion of management guidelines for maximum protection of antelope

,

8. In antelope winter concentration areas and along migration routes

the most favorable type of fence is a three strand fence. The maxi-
mum height of this fence should be 38 inches and a bottom barbless
strand of wire should be at least 16 inches above the ground. An
alternate, less favorable type of fence would have a maximum height
of 32 inches, four strands of wire with a barbless bottom wire at

least 10 inches above the ground.

9. In habitat other than winter concentration areas and migration
routes we would recommend the types of fences described in number
8 above and, if, definitely necessary, a four strand, 38 inch high
fence with a barbless bottom wire ten inches above the ground for

use between allotments.
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10. Posts should be spaced at maximum distances along fence lines
and fence stays and deadmen employed on a minimum basis.

11. Minimum fences should be used on highway rights-of-way in areas
of antelope movement and migration. Rights-of-way should have escape
gates and/or lay down panels (50' mill.) at least every mile and in

fence corners. New roads should not be built where the existing road
could be realigned or upgraded in order to minimize forced changes of
behavior patterns of antelope. Antelope-tight fences along one side
of the road are especially dangerous for antelope,

12. In addition, we feel the following recommendations would benefit
the wildlife resource:

a. A minimum use of fencing and fence corners that tend to

congregate livestock along streams, destroy bank vegeta-
tion and promote bank erosion and stream siltation.

b. Where elk range is present fences should have a top rider
pole or be of buck and pole construction.

c. A maximum effort should be made to provide public access to

public lands. This includes providing sufficient gates in
right-of-way fences and interior and exterior allotment fences,
Signing of public lands along fences would aid in promoting
access.

d. Aesthetic criteria should be established to minimize the
visual impact of fences.
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THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY
MONTANA CHAPTER

Department of Biology-

Montana State University-

Bozeman, Montana 59715
March 11, 1974

Mr. Dan Baker, State Director
Bureau of Land Management, U. S.D.I.

U. S„ Post Office & Court House Bldg.

2120 Capitol Avenue
P. 0. Box 1828
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001

Dear Mr. Baker:

I appreciate the Bureau's invitation for me or a representa-
tive of the Montana Chapter of the Wildlife Society to take part
in the Fencing Workshop in Cheyenne, March 22 and 23. The matter
of fencing on important antelope ranges is of considerable concern
to our membership. Many members whom I have contacted believe
that the Chapter should provide some input to formulation of

regional or national policies regarding fencing on public lands.

Unfortunately, it now appears that neither I nor another
official representative of the Chapter will be able to attend.
Travel funds within the University are limited, as they are for
other agencies, and the Chapter is not in a financial position to

support other than local travel.

Although we cannot participate directly at this time, I am
certain that the membership would be very interested in review-
ing and commenting, either individually or collectively, on any
policy proposed as a result of the Cheyenne meeting.

Sincerely yours,

/s/ Richard J„ Mackie

Richard J. Mackie
Past President

cc: Jim Cole
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March 22, 1974

State Director
Bureau of Land Management, U.S. D.I.
U. S. Post Office & Court House Bldg.
2120 Capitol Avenue
P. 0. Box 1828
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001

Dear Sir,

Thank you for inviting me to the workshop on fencing this past
weekend. Due to a last minute conflict, I had to cancel my trip.

This is a subject that has needed airing for at least 20 years.
Every time I hear of an instance of a rancher fencing an area with-
out authorization - only to have it authorized, it makes me wonder
anew who the public lands are being managed to benefit....

I recognize a need for some fences. I also realize that fencing
and cross-fencing has been allowed on public lands at public expense
and in many cases to the detriment of the public interest.

The sheep growers seem to be the primary abusers of the public
lands when fences are the problem. They are the sme (sic) individu-
als who want to broadcast poisons to protect their flocks from
predatory animals rather than protecting their stock with their
presence.

Surely a cataloging of existing fences on public range is in
order. Those not absolutely necessary in the judgement of a board
composed of a variety of people - BLM officials, Fish and Gme(sic),
Hunters, and Audubon Representative, a Rancher, a Wildlife repre-
sentative - should be authorized for removal. This removal
shouldn't cost the public a cent since they originally paid for
the materials thru taxes, give it to any taxpayer who will contract
to remove it.

Rnacherw (sic) who have installed fences and later had them
authorized, should be required to raise the bottom wire at least
15 inches above the ground at their own expense. Where the board
would agree they could be left standing at all.

Gates should be installed every one-eighth to one-quarter mile.
A distance decided by experienced people in antelope psychology as
the distance they would be apt to wander looking for an opening.
The lessee of the public land should be required to see that those
gates are fastened in an open position from the time stock is

ourt (sic) of the pasture in the fall until it is moved back in
the spring. If the rancher fails to perform his duty, his grazing
privileges should be suspended. Since any one grazing the public
lands receives a direct subsidy through the unrealistically low
grazing fees, this shouldn't be too much to expect.

As for fencing along interstate highways. A real problem.
The public cannot expect complete safety to be provided at all
times by all agencies.........
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The highway engineers in the past have been remiss in not recog-

nizing ancestral migration routes of big game animals. My solution

in Wyoming would be to open fences and build a tunnel fence to the

highway edge wide enough to ecourage (sic) animals to cross rather

than wander down the pavement. Label these areas as Animal Cross-

ways and give them right-of-way. Require a reduction of speed to

35 or less, a speed at which anyone could stop before hitting an

animal. This really isn't unreasonable. Gars should have to

yield right-of-way once in a while.

Wyoming is a very special state with the large population of wild

game animals. The last suggestion is surely out of your jurisdiction,

but I know that these animals need the co-operation of several

departments and government bureaus in order to survive in any great

numbers and any management plan should involve all of the agencies.

We can't put dollar signs on the joy we get from seeing these

animals. The rancher of course can put a dollar sign on his product.

It's like comparing butterflies and mashed potatos (sic) . . . . .no

comparison at all.....

Tourism is a big industry in the west and what people can see

as they travel is the reason they travel. This is one valuable by-

product of wise management of the Wild resource. Every effort

should be made to manage and maintain the range for the benefit

of the antelope. Such emphasis would undoubtedly reduce the need

for some of the annual migration now required for them to live

through the winters.

If the proceedings of this workshop are published, I would

certainly appreciate being on the mailing list.

And thank you again for including me in.

Sincerely,

I si Kathryn Hicks

Mrs. Leon Hicks, President

Billings, Audubon Society

Rte. I, Box 95

Joliet, Montana 59041
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Stanley K. Hathaway
Governor

WYOMING
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

CHEYENNE

March 25, 1974

Mr„ and Mrs. Clifford Renz
Reliance
Wyoming 82943

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Renz:

This will acknowledge your letter of the 21st expressing your
opposition to fencing by the Bureau of Land Management.

A fencing workshop was held here in Cheyenne last Friday for the
purpose of soliciting the views of all parties interested in this
question such as the livestock industry, game and fish, highway,
and wildlife conservation groups. These views will be forwarded
to Washington for consideration by the BLM in establishing guide-
lines for fencing.

Since it will be the Bureau that sets the policy relative to the
fencing of lands under its control, I am taking the liberty of for-

warding a copy of your letter to the office of the Bureau of Land
Management in Cheyenne for inclusion in the report they submit
to Washington.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Stan Hathaway

SH:bn

cc: Bureau of Land Management
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March 21, 1974

We are opposed to the BLM fencing. Too many animals

such as deer and antelope are becoming tangled in

the fences and dying.

/s/ Mr. & Mrs. Clifford Renz
Reliance, Wyo.
82943
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State of Utah

DIVISION OF WILDLIFE RESOURCES

John E. Phelps
Director

SOUTHERN REGIONAL OFFICE
P. 0. BOX 606

Cedar City, Utah 84720

March 25, 1974

Mr. Curt Berklund, Director
Bureau of Land Management
Washington, D. C. 20240

Dear Mr. Berklund:

I regret that I was unable to attend the Fencing Workshop in

Cheyenne, Wyoming last week. We got as far as Rawlins in a

Department Cessna 180, but had to turn back because of bad
weather

»

Enclosed is a statement prepared by the Fence Committee for

the Antelope States Workshop regarding fencing on pronghorn
antelope range . This statement is intended to summarize the

views of the workshop members and to offer constructive sug-

gestions for formulating a federal or state fencing policy.

Perhaps these thoughts can still be incorporated in the final
fencing policy.

I hope the workshop was a success and that the final result
will be to enhance pronghorn antelope habitat for years to

come. If possible, I would like to receive a copy of the

Cheyenne, Wyoming fencing workshop proceedings or the summar-
ization.

Best regards,

John E. Phelps, Director

/s/ Donald M, Beale

Donald M, Beale, Chairman
Antelope States Workshop

DMB/ja
Enclosure
CC: Daniel P. Baker
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FENCING ON PRONGHORN ANTELOPE RANGE

A Statement prepared by the Fence Committee
for the

Antelope States Workshop

Biologists who have had experience with fences on pronghorn antelope

ranges were selected to serve on the fence committee for the Antelope

States Workshop, The committee felt that a higher priority should be

given to pronghorn antelope when considering new fencing projects.

Pronghorn are an immensely valuable wildlife species, both economi-

cally and aesthetically. Greater effort must be made to harmonize

livestock and pronghorn antelope range use. Past efforts have been

concerned with searching for ways to modify behavior of pronghorn

or manipulate them to minimize the effect of fences. Methods of

uniting livestock management and pronghorn antelope management have

not been adequately determined. It cannot be assumed that antelope

will adapt to changes in habitat resulting from livestock use or

that they will learn behavior patterns that will permit them to

thrive where their physical environment has been altered by fences.

The committee feels that there should be no fencing on pronghorn

ranges until a complete evaluation has been made. This evaluation

should be made jointly by state and federal wildlife biologist, range

managers and livestock operators and should determine the probable

effect that the proposed fencing would have on pronghorn antelope

and the benefit to livestock management. A study of the range and

its vegetation should be made. This should include such items as
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food habits of livestock and involved wildlife, movement and behavior

patterns of livestock and wildlife, and an analysis of terrain and

climato logical conditions. Possible changes in vegetation and

habitat resulting from differences in use brought about by fencing

should be considered. Where fencing is deemed advantageous to the

total land use picture, the minimum amount of fence should be used

and the design worked out cooperatively to serve as a maximum benefit

to livestock and a minimum hinderance (sic) to antelope.

State wildlife agencies should prepare management plans for important

pronghorn antelope ranges outlining migration patterns. Many move-

ments need to be accounted for. The fencing of a waterhold in dry

summer range may exclude antelope as effectively as fencing off a

migration route. Important movement areas could then be designated

as critical— not to be fenced. Thus positive recommendations would

be on record and would not seem to be a negative afterthought.

No specific fence design for pronghorn antelope ranges can be uni-

versally applied. Any such design might serve as a "green light" for

fencing without adequate consideration of other alternatives. The

committee recommends that each proposed fence be fully evaluated

before construction is begun.

Generally speaking, the fence design most compatable (sic) with prong-

horn movements consists of three or four strands of wire with a smooth

bottom wire 16 to 18 inches above the ground. This type of fence can

serve satisfactorily for holding cattle. Where the fence is designed
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to hold sheep the problem is more complex. Any fence that will con-

tain sheep is also restrictive to some age class of pronghorn. Net

wire should not be used on pronghorn antelope ranges.

Many types of pass structures have been tested and, under some conditions,

they have worked satisfactorily or have shown promise for doing so. Use

of pronghorn antelope "passes" has been limited and in many areas, under

practical conditions, they have received little or no use. This is

particularly true where pronghorn encounter such devices infrequently.

Let-down panels have not been utilized extensively but may serve prong-

horns well. Gates being opened when livestock is not present could

alleviate many of the fence problems. If facilities are provided

which require manual operation a time schedule should be drawn up

and responsibilities delegated.

Basically, the committee feels that less emphasis should be placed on

fencing and that livestock operations, especially sheep operations,

should be managed so that fencing is not required.

Antelope States Workshop,
Fence Committee

Donald M, Beale, Chairman
ElRoy Taylor
Robert Antenrieth
Buck Compton
James F. Johnson
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Statement on Fencing - Received WSO 4-1-74
by C. Wayne Cook, Head, Dept. Range Science, CSU, Fort Collins, CO

Fences are a tremendous aid and tool in managing land resources. In
some cases, fences are essential for managing a land resource.

When fences are required in a management program, the plan should
specify the need, its justification and any adverse effects it
may have including how these will be minimized. The type of
fence and its construction should consider all current and anti-
cipated uses of the area.

All present fences should be evaluated to see if there are new
types of fence and methods of construction that might better suit
the situation.
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April 25, 1974

Federal Bldg„
Wyoming
State Director

Dear Sir:

Regard to Pronghorn antelope getting caught on barb wire
fences during migrating season, wouldn't it be more beneficial
instead of wire fences, substitute rustic wooden rail fences

with plenty of space below where in case of severe weather
they can manage to crawl or enough space to pass under during

the high snows. They cannot see the invisible wire of which
is too close to the ground plus dangerous barb wire on top.

A rustic wooden rail fence is visible and can have plenty
of room for antelope to pass under during migration at Chain
Lakes in the Red Desert during the winter season affording
the necessary freedom. I'd say this would be the best

solution, enhancing the range where the animals can see the

fence and are able to pass under with plenty of room below,

about 2% ft. which most lies to a depth of 1% or more feet

in winter to pass under. Certain places could be higher with

an open gate, also to pass thru. Indeed a rustic wooden rail

fence would be far better than the invisible wire fence.

Sincerely,

Thank you,

Mrs. Arthur Peronne
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, EDUCATION -r CONSERVATION
MONTANA WILDLIFE FEDERATION

* Affiliate of National Wildlife Federation

Curt Berklund
Director
Bureau of Land Management
Cheyenne, Wyoming

Dear Sir:

I would like to comment on antelope fencing in any migration route:

I believe that the smooth bottom wire idea would be a sound one.

Also the lower wire should take into consideration the snow depth.

I think the overall height of fences is a great factor also. The

old 4 foot or higher fence served no useful purpose. 40 inches

is plenty.

The natural plant or range feed should be managed a little more for

wildlife in key wintering areas.

We appreciate what you are trying to do and hope you can help the

antelope on public land.

Thanks for the opportunity to state my views.

Sincerely,

/s/ Ray Nitz
Pres. Dist. 3
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